FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

dwp Appoints New Hospitality Regional Director Talent
Hospitality Design Expert, Meriem Hall, Takes Up Regional Challenge
The world-class architecture and interior
design firm dwp | design worldwide
partnership has recently appointed a
new Hospitality Regional Director to its
creative arsenal. Creative hospitality
heavyweight, Meriem Hall, will be based
in dwp’s Singapore office, to hands-on
guide, harness and build upon dwp’s
already impressive portfolio in the
hospitality industry for the group.
dwp has, time and again, shown its
commitment to the Asia-wide region and
this new appointment is further
testament to its unwavering drive.
Meriem, herself, brings an extraordinary
body of work to the table for dwp, and is
sure to be a great asset to advancing
dwp’s
award-winning
hospitality
acumen.
“I am very proud to be heading up dwp’s
regional
hospitality.
dwp
has
outstanding experience and
talent,
within this industry that few others can
rival, putting us at the forefront of the hospitality design industry. I am excited to further strengthen
and extend dwp’s reputation, as a world-class architecture and interior design firm, especially within
this field,” Meriem Hall commented.
Meriem Hall, fully qualified architect and interior designer, brings to dwp around two decade’s worth
of vital design savvy and practical expertise. She has a global understanding of design, having lived in
and travelled across continents. Meriem has the spirit of an entrepreneur, coupled with the structured
mind of an accomplished architect. “My design approach is that of communication through space. By
evoking emotions we create an experience, and it is this experience you take home with you,” shares
Meriem. Her list of successfully executed projects, including top hospitality brand and boutique
names, is exemplary. There is no question that Meriem both promises and delivers tangible results,
making her a significant acquisition to the dwp talent pool.
dwp CEO, Brenton Mauriello, was quoted as saying, “We at dwp heartily welcome Meriem to the
dynamic and innovative team at dwp. A true recognized expert in her field, Meriem is a key
appointment to assure the continued success of dwp in the Asia region, and further enhance our
brand reputation worldwide. We pride ourselves on continually delivering our best designs,
hallmarked by simplicity and elegance and look forward to Meriem helping us developing and
augment dwp’s hospitality capabilities.”
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dwp has a total of 12 offices in 10 countries worldwide, including Australia, Bahrain, China, Hong
Kong, India, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, UAE and Vietnam.
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About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of
locations, over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design,
planning consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards.
With currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and
again.
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For more information on this release and hi-res images, contact Group Communications Consultant,
Ms Nikki Busuttil, nikki.b@dwp.com or call the dwp singapore local office:
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